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Latino childhood obesity…what we know

Latino children comprise 22% of all youth in the U.S.

Expected to rise to 
30% by 2025.

39% of Latino kids                                                            
ages 2-19 are 
overweight/obese, 
compared to 
32% of all 
U.S. children.
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Today, Latino kids comprise 22% of all youth.That percentage will rise to 30% by 2025.And that’s particularly alarming because Latino kids are also far more obese/overweight than all kids, 39% to 32%.



Latino areas have fewer supermarkets and 
farmers’ markets, and more fast-food chains 
and corner stores.

Latino kids consume above-average amount 
of sugary drinks.

Latino students are widely  exposed to high-
fat, high-sugar snacks and drinks in schools.



Latino kids have limited access to parks, 
playgrounds, and other active/rec areas.

Latino kids have fewer options for physical 
activity out of class/school.

Latino kids are being targeted by food and 
beverage marketers more so than other 
racial/ethnic groups.
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DURING THESE FIRST FIVE YEARS, WE WERE ULTIMATELY INTERESTED IN EXPLAINING WHAT HAS BEEN TERMED THE “ICEBERG OF HEALTH”.We wanted to understand what was going on above and beneath the surface…....the mechanisms contributing to LCO.....So how did we do this.......?????



2007-08
• Built online network w/2K stakeholders
• Launched website & E-communications
• Created first-ever LCO research

priority agenda
• Delphi Survey of SA! members indicated 

top-ranked research areas and priorities
1. Family
2. Community
3. School
4. Society
5. Individual

Ramirez, A.G., et al. (2011). Salud America! National Latino Childhood Obesity Research Agenda. Health Education & Behavior.

http://www.salud-america.org
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So…In 2008 we launched our website and e-communications to give the network news, research, events and funding opps on Latino childhood obesity.We also created the 1st ever Latino childhood obesity reserch priority agenda fueled by a delphi surveyThis process identified 5 ranked priority areas:FamilyCommunitySchoolSocietyAnd IndividualYou can learn more about our agenda and delphi survey in the Journal of Health Education and Behavior

http://www.salud-america.org/


2009
• Funded 20 research 
grantees

• “Did You Know” 
Latino obesity video 
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In 2009 we funded 20 research grantees across the country to conduct research and make policy recommendations focused on the top priority areas identified.CommunitySchoolFamilyThe researchers covered topic from how to help Latinos buy healthier foods at the grocery store, faith-based interventions, after-school programs, menu labeling, community gardens, and more.We also continued raising awareness of the epidemic through our scientific summit and “Did you know/Sabia Usted” video



2010 - 2011
• 20 Grantee Research Briefs

• 3 national research briefs on LCO
• Nutrition
• Physical activity
• Marketing/media
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In 2010-2011 we released 20 research briefs on each grantee’s findings.  3 national briefs on Latino childhood obesity focused on nutrition, physical activity and marketing to Latino children, to summarize the latest evidence-based policy recommendations.



2012 - 2013

• Special supplement in the Journal of Behavioral Medicine 
(March 2013)

• Overall message: Promising, culturally appropriate ways to 
prevent obesity among Latino kids exist. 
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Toward the conclusion of our grant, we released a special supplement in the Journal of Preventative Medicine with the results our grantee’s findings.The overall message was that promising, culturally appropriate ways to prevent obesity among Latino kids are out there.Nutrition education community initiatives to increase access to healthy foods and physical activity are good strategiesAnd innovative ways to increase physical activity in schools are successful approaches



• Awareness
• Learn
• Frame issue

Pre-Policy

• Education
• Mobilization
• Debate

Policy 
Development • Activation

• Frame policy
• Change

Policy 
Enactment

• Implementation
• Equity
• Sustain

Post-Policy

The Policy Contribution Spectrum
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IN ADDITION, DURING THESE FIRST FIVE YEARS........ WE CREATED WHAT IS CALLED THE POLICY CONTRIBUTION SPECTRUM.The Policy Spectrum—a framework that was originally developed for our SA! grantees—systematically identifies the critical steps needed to pass policy. I.e., “it’s not just about a legislative body passing a policy—there’s a whole lot more to it than that.”The spectrum reveals how parents, teachers, researchers, etc., all can play a role.There are 4 main stages and 12 steps.Pre-Policy is all about raising awareness and understanding the issuePolicy development is about educating communities, mobilizing and bringing stakeholders to the table to debate and discuss the issuePolicy enactment is all about advocating for change, building a ground swell of support and getting the change approvedPost policy is all about implementing, monitoring and sustaining changeThe beauty of the spectrum is its ability to identify, measure, track and address stages of policy change in a way that experts in the field and lay audiences can understand.AND UNDERSTANDING THIS PROCESS, REALLY ALLOWS INDIVIDUALS TO SEE ....What works and what is needed to effectively create, monitor and sustainable policy change.
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So fast forward some and........In 2012, the foundation charged us with packaging our research and repositioning our efforts. 



Salud America! New Mission
Develop evidence/stories/tools for community 

capacity to create policy change
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Our new mission is to Develop evidence/stories/tools for community capacity to create policy change. This means a few things for us…



Activities/Targets

Active Spaces

Active Play

Better Food in Neighborhoods

Healthier 
School 
Snacks

Sugary Drinks

Healthier Marketing

Develop research & 
multimedia products

Maintain /expand 
our existing network

Launch the “Growing Healthy 
Change Platform”
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…our main activities include:--Maintain /expand our existing network of 2,100 stakeholders.--Develop research/multimedia team to create, curate and repurpose content and resources around the 6 target areas you see below, such as Active Spaces and Active Play.--Develop a web platform to disseminate all this new content and information to parents, teachers, policymakers, etc., to educate them and empower them on ways they can use our content and resources to create healthy changes in their own communities.We wanted to make sure this web platform could be useful and culturally relevant to Latino communities.



• Surveyed network on needs to help advance policy
• Found they wanted a place to:

Locate policy initiatives in their area
Read the most recent news related to LCO
Receive resources and info on how to push for 
healthy policy change
Identify others with similar initiatives

An Ideal Web Platform
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Formative research conducted with out 2,100+ network to determine what would be useful in advancing obesity prevention policy.Determined that network members wanted a place where they could:Locate policy initiatives in their areaRead the most recent news related to LCOReceive resources and information on how to   advance policy changeIdentify others with similar initiatives



Our online clearinghouse 
of Latino-focused                          
1) policy changes, 
2) resources/stories &
3) sharing stories                          
to empower people to 
create healthy changes in 
their neighborhood, city & 
schools.

#GrowingHealthyChange
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So we’re worked since that survey to develop our Growing Healthy Change platform.Our online clearinghouse of Latino-focused 1) policy changes, 2) resources/stories & 3) sharing stories  to empower people to create healthy changes in their neighborhood, city, school, county, state, or nation.We launched it in February 2014. And what makes it unique is that all content is curated by our three research curators so that it is culturally relevant to Latinos and framed by our Policy Contribution Spectrum. So in every aspect of the new site, you can see how policies are developing from start to finish. 



#GrowingHealthyChange
Find new 
policy 
changes
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You can use the site to:1.Input your address and create maps at the school, city, county, state, or national level to see what changes are growing for Latino kids, or search by topic (e.g., healthier school snacks, active spaces, sugary drinks); we also have a listing of the most recent policies popping up across the country, from soda taxes to new walkable commercial-residential developments.



#GrowingHealthyChange
Find new 
resources & 
Salud Hero 
stories to 
learn how to 
make change
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2A.At the site, you can also find resources to start a change.The latest scientific reportsNew templates, tools, resourcesWebinars/Tweetchats and other ways to get involved2B.Our Salud Hero written and video stories show, step-by-step, how real-life role models have successfully made POLICY AND SYSTEMS changes in their communities.For example, one of our Salud Hero stories is about Alyssa and Makayla Esparza of San Antonio, Texas.These sisters, ages 8 and 9, led largely inactive lifestyles. They saw a weight-loss contest on TV and decided to get active and help others get active, but they didn't know of any afterschool programs to join and they didn't have anyone to be active with. This led to their big idea: invite all the kids from their neighborhood for a 90-day get fit challenge to improve. With the help of their grandmother, Dawn Guerrero, Alyssa and Makayla posted an ad on Craigslist to invite kids to be active with them. They also invited members from the fitness community to show them ways to be fit. Soon kids from all over the neighborhood started showing up, and the group "Fitness FUNatics" was born. Although their 90-day challenge is now over, the Fitness FUNatics still meet and continue to offer each other friendship and encouragement in their lifelong journey toward living an active lifestyle. And they’re now trying to establish spinoff groups in other neighborhoods across the city. 



#GrowingHealthyChange
Share your 
story and be a 
Salud Hero!
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3.Once users find changes in progress, watch our Salud Heroes and learn from them, and find all the resources they’d need to start a change, they can do just that. And then they can come back to the platform and upload stories, photos, videos to tell their story.



Continuing to Raise Awareness
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In addition to the features of our platform...the content is created to educate, inform and raise awareness...THROUGH THE USE OF OUR RESEARCH REVIEWS AND BRIEFS
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EASY –TO – UNDERSTAND INFOGRAPHICS



Raising Awareness

http://bit.ly/1fqQR7N
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AND DYNAMIC INFORMATIVE VIDEOS

http://bit.ly/1fqQR7N


Going forward...
• Continue to expand our network. 

• Continue to curate policy changes at the national, state, 
and local level as well as success stories, resources, and 
multimedia products. 

• Seek “Salud Heroes” and stories of change across the 
country.

• Evaluate use of our platform, products and impact on 
individuals self and collective efficacy. 



Join us at 
www.salud-america.org

Share your stories! Email us at 
saludamerica@uthscsa.edu

@SaludToday
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